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Dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques have been consistently supporting high-dimensional data
analysis in various applications. Besides the patterns uncovered by these techniques, the interpreta-
tion of DR results based on each feature’s contribution to the low-dimensional representation supports
new finds through exploratory analysis. Current literature approaches designed to interpret DR tech-
niques do not explain the features’ contributions well since they focus only on the low-dimensional
representation or do not consider the relationship among features. This paper presents ClusterShapley
to address these problems, using Shapley values to generate explanations of dimensionality reduction
techniques and interpret these algorithms using a cluster-oriented analysis. ClusterShapley explains
the formation of clusters and the meaning of their relationship, which is useful for exploratory data
analysis in various domains. We propose novel visualization techniques to guide the interpretation
of features’ contributions on clustering formation and validate our methodology through case studies
of publicly available datasets. The results demonstrate our approach’s interpretability and analysis
power to generate insights about pathologies and patients in different conditions using DR results.
1. Introduction
Dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques help analyze
high-dimensional datasets by mapping data from high di-
mensions (ℝm) to data in low dimensions (ℝd). These tech-
niques try to preserve, as much as possible, the relation-
ship among data samples present in the original space (ℝm).
Thus, researchers employ scatter plot-based representations
in exploratory analysis to look for patterns and other rel-
evant information in data. There are several examples of
studies DR techniques for exploratory data analysis, such
as understanding the learned features by CNNs during dif-
ferent epochs (Pezzotti et al., 2018) or investigating gene
expression patterns to discover new cell types (van Unen
et al., 2018) and many others. Although DR techniques of-
fer an excellent opportunity for high-dimensional data anal-
ysis, analysts must interpret the decisions made by these al-
gorithms to understand if the DR results encode the infor-
mation in the high-dimensional space. For example, under-
standing the DR result helps machine learning practitioners
assess the quality of feature spaces regarding class separa-
tion (Marcilio-Jr et al., 2020).
For the interpretation of dimensionality reduction tech-
niques, one possible solution consists of analyzing the fea-
tures’ contributions to the DR result, assessing how much
each feature contributed to forming clusters or other visi-
ble structures in the projected space (e.g., ℝ2). For exam-
ple, in gene expression analysis, bioinformaticians want to
know which genes influence each cluster to annotate cell
types or discover new ones (Lähnemann et al., 2020). Find-
ing the contribution of these features to the dimensional-
ity reduction result is mainly related to non-linear DR tech-
niques (Maaten and Hinton, 2008; McInnes et al., 2018), in
which there is no current way to inverse calculations and
keep track of feature contributions during algorithm execu-
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tion (Fujiwara et al., 2019). Nevertheless, non-linear DR
techniques are themost suitable for dealingwithmost datasets
due to their ability to uncover complex structures.
Existing techniques for DR interpretation present a few
problems. For example, works that focus on feature val-
ues (Coimbra et al., 2016; Pagliosa et al., 2016; Marcilio-Jr
et al., 2020) do not account for the dimensionality reduc-
tion process and only focus on the reduced low-dimensional
space. Other more elaborated works (Turkay et al., 2012;
Joia et al., 2015) obtain feature importance through princi-
pal components (PC). Using the PCs returns biased outputs
for classes with high variation (Joia et al., 2015), and their
inability to focus on local information (Fujiwara et al., 2019)
impairs cluster-oriented analysis. A robust approach, called
ccPCA (Fujiwara et al., 2019), uses contrastive PCA (Abid
et al., 2018) to understand DR results based on each cluster’s
specific information. Using contrastive analysis, ccPCA em-
phasizes what is different from each cluster. For example, for
a dataset of machine learning papers talking about classifica-
tion, it would return the information that differentiates them,
such as the classification method. These techniques cannot
explain how much each feature contributed to the DR re-
sult. The importance measure assigned to the features does
not capture their contribution to clusters and other structures.
More importantly, these feature importance measures do not
interact with each other to construct an explanation measure.
Instead, the importance of each feature is independent of the
other.
In this work, we push to the state-of-the-art problem of
interpreting dimensionality reduction results. More specif-
ically, we propose a novel methodology to explain the fea-
ture contributions in cluster formation in dimensionality re-
duction results. Using Shapley values (Shapley, 1953) to
derive explanations, we interpret DR results using the fea-
tures’ contributions in an addictive way to show how much
each feature contributes to the resulting projection in the vi-
sual space (ℝ2). Besides explaining DR results and support-
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ing data sample analysis using the similarity among Shapley
values, our methodology allows the extrapolation from fea-
ture contribution to feature importance concerning cluster
formation. Our method, called ClusterShapley, consists of a
novel application of Shapley values, and it helps analysts to
understand the decisions of DR techniques after projection.
Finally, we also propose summary visualizations to depict
Shapley values, and Kernel Density Estimation (Rosenblatt,
1956; Parzen, 1962) to aggregate highly correlated feature
contributions.
In the case studies, we show how the feature contribu-
tions can explain interesting patterns and reveal insights about
medical and social datasets. Then, we discuss the implica-
tions of our work by delineating possible applications using
ClusterShapley. Finally, we emphasize this is the first re-
search study using Shapley values to explain dimensionality
reduction results in a cluster-oriented analysis. Summarily,
the contributions of this paper are:
• Amethodology for applying Shapley values to explain
dimensionality reduction results upon a cluster-oriented
analysis;
• Summary visualizations to encode feature contribu-
tions based on Shapley values;
• Categorization of important features in datasets about
pathologies and patients in different conditions.
This paper is organized as follows: we delineate the re-
lated works in Section 2, a brief background on Shapley val-
ues is provided in Section 3, we explain our methodology
and the visualization design in Section 4, validation of our
approach is performed through case studies in Section 6, a
discussion is provided in Section 7, we conclude our work
in Section 8.
2. Related Works
To improve interpretation capabilities of dimensionality
reduction (DR) techniques, researchers provide additional
information to these methods’ results. Usually, a few works
include visual information such as bar charts and color en-
coding to interpret three-dimensional projections (Coimbra
et al., 2016) or encode attribute variation using Delaunay tri-
angulation to assess neighborhood relations in two-dimensional
projections (Silva et al., 2015). Probing Projections (Stahnke
et al., 2016), for example, depicts error information by dis-
playing a halo around each dot in a DR layout besides provid-
ing interaction mechanisms to understand distortions in the
projection process. The majority of the works use traditional
statistical charts to visualize attribute variability (Pagliosa
et al., 2016), neighborhood and class errors (Marcilio et al.,
2017), or quality metrics (Kwon et al., 2018).
More related to our work are the techniques that try to
find important features given clusters of data samples. For
example, the Linear Discriminative Coordinates (Wang et al.,
2017) use LDA (Izenman, 2008) to produce cohesive clus-
ters by discarding the least important features. Joia et al.
(2015) use PCA to find the most important features by a
simple matrix decomposition and visualize feature names as
word clouds within each cluster region. Although useful and
fast, classes with high variation influence the result. Another
work, proposed by Turkay et al. (2012), also uses PCA’s
principal components to obtain the representative features of
a multidimensional scaling (Kruskal and Wish, 1978) pro-
jection. Recently, Fujiwara et al. (2019) proposed a cluster
contrastive PCA (ccPCA) technique that finds the most im-
portant features for a given cluster in contrast with the other
clusters in a DR result. Fujiwara et al.’s approach is differ-
ent from Joia et al.’s and Turkay et al.’s works. It provides
a way to understand which features positively contribute to
the differentiation of clusters.
These works cannot explain how much a feature con-
tributes to the dimensionality reduction result. That is, the
feature importance does not show its contribution to the di-
mensionality reduction result.
Our work adds to the state-of-the-art interpreting dimen-
sionality reduction results by showing how each feature con-
tributes to the results. It explains the position of the data
samples on the DR result through the combination of each
feature’s contribution.
3. Review of Shapley values
One crucial considerationwhen explainingmachine learn-
ing models is how to explain predictions without taking the
model itself into account. As discussed by Štrumbelj and
Kononenko (2014), the critical component of amodel-agnostic
explanation consists of each feature’s contributions to the
prediction. In other words, the influence of each feature of
the dataset explains a prediction. Let f be a machine learn-
ing model, and x be an instance from a datasetX. The situa-
tional importance (Achen, 1982) of the feature (Equation 1)
computes how a particular value influences a prediction. It
consists of the difference between the feature contribution
when its value is xi and its expected contribution (Štrumbeljand Kononenko, 2014), where i denotes the ith feature’sglobal importance.
'i(x) = ixi − iE[Xi]. (1)
For feature i, the situational importance signal indicates pos-
itive, negative, or no contribution. Although such contri-
butions are easy to compute for addictive models (such as
linear regression models), it is a difficult task for complex
models due to the interaction among features. The condi-
tional expectation of a model’s prediction (Štrumbelj and
Kononenko, 2014), defined in Equation 2, takes all subsets
of features (Q) into account.
fQ(x) = E[f |Xi = xi,∀i ∈ Q]. (2)
Shapley values – a concept from coalitional game theory (Shap-
ley, 1953) – can be used (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) to mea-
sure each feature’s contribution to the prediction of a model
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using Equation 2. Shapley values are computed by averaging
each feature permutation on the conditional expectation of a
model prediction, or in other words, measuring the change in
the prediction after adding a feature into Equation 2. Thus,
in the equation Equation 3 (Lundberg et al., 2020), Q repre-
sents all feature permutations, yqi is the set of all features thatcome before feature i in the permutation q, yqi ∪ i is the unionof the set of all features that come before feature i in the per-
mutation q and the feature i itself, and |Y | corresponds to










For a dataset with n features, 2n model evaluations would be
necessary to compute Shapley values, making it prohibitive
for moderate numbers of n. So, in this work, we use Ker-
nelSHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) to approximate Shapley
values using a linear regression model.
3.1. Shapley values exemplification
To illustrate howShapley values help understand the con-
tributions to a model’s prediction, we could think about a
synthetic scenario (Molnar, 2019). Suppose we trained a
machine learning model to predict house prices, and for a
particular house, it predicts 300 thousand dollars. For such
a prediction, our model used the following features: pets
allowed, one-bedroom, size of 100 m2, and two bathrooms.
The average prediction of our synthetic scenario was 290
thousand dollars. For our particular example, Shapley val-
ues tell us how much each feature contributed to the predic-
tion compared to the average. Shapley values explain the
difference between the contributions for the prediction (300
thousand dollars) (Molnar, 2019) and the average prediction
(290 thousand dollars), which is 10 thousand dollars. In the
end, one possible solution for this problem could be: pets
allowed contributed 40 thousand dollars, one-bedroom con-
tributed -60 thousand dollars, size of 100 m2 contributed 10
thousand dollars, and two bathrooms with 20 thousand dol-
lars. Notice that these values sum to 10 thousand dollars.
Now, following the idea discussed to formulate Equa-
tion 3, the Shapley value for a particular feature consists of
the average contribution of such a feature according to all
possible feature permutations. To estimate the Shapley value
for the pets allowed feature, one has to compute the predic-
tion with: pets allowed; pets allowed and size of 100 m2;
pets allowed, size of 100 m2, and two bathrooms, and so
on. One particular important thing is that the feature pets
allowed also has to be removed for each permutation. Fi-
nally, by removing a feature for the prediction, we mean to
assign a random value (from another data sample) to the “re-
moved” feature. Also, one can get a better estimation when
repeating the sampling process and contributions averaged.
Due to its exponential nature, the application of Shapley-
values is infeasible for high-dimensional datasets. Thus, as
discussed previously, we use a technique calledKernelSHAP
that estimates Shapley values through a linear regression upon
sampled permutations.
4. Using Shapley values to explain clusters of
dimensionality reduction results
In this section, we explain how to define clusters for com-
puting the explanations using Shapley values. Then, we de-
lineate the visualization system used to help analysts with
hypothesis generation.
Figure 1 shows the two main components to derive ex-
planations after dimensionality reduction. The “Dataset an-
notation” (1.) component defines the clusters explained in
the second component, “Shapley estimation” (2.). Notice
that, instead of showing the Shapley values as a measure of
importance to the dimensionality reduction result, we pro-
vide novel visual metaphors to facilitate analysis and ex-
ploratory analysis.
(1) DATASET ANNOTATION






























Figure 1: ClusterShapley framework. In the “dataset annota-
tion” component (1), a dimensionality reduction (1.a) process
helps users to analyze and to annotate clusters perceived in the
visual space (ℝ2); then, the clusters defined in ℝ2 annotate
the high-dimensional dataset (1.c). In the “Shapley estima-
tion” component (2), the annotated high-dimensional dataset
is used to generate clusters probabilities for each data sample
(2.a) employed for Shapley values estimation (2.b).
4.1. Dataset annotation
To explain dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques, we
rely on interpreting the clusters formed on the projected space
(ℝ2). DR techniques aim to reduce the dimensionality of a
high-dimensional dataset (ℝm) to a low-dimensional dataset
(ℝd) while preserving (as much as possible) the structures
present in the data. We usually use d = 2 to visualize the re-
sult of a DR technique, in which the visual proximity among
data points encodes similarity. For instance, clusters are
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rapidly perceived in the visual space (ℝ2) since humans quickly
notice groups of visual markers (Bertin, 1983).
To understand the DR technique’s decisions to produce
the projection, we use the clusters on ℝ2 to annotate the
dataset in the high-dimensional space. In this case, users
can freely define clusters with mouse interaction, as shown
in Figure 2 – where black color encodes data samples not
assigned to any cluster. Notice that by using such an ap-
proach, users might select data samples of different classes
projected on the same cluster when using labeled datasets.
Such an idea is reasonable and consistent with our proposal
since we want to understand and explain the visual space
clusters. Section 6.2 presents a study case where we manu-
ally annotate clusters on data with mixed classes.
Figure 2: Cluster definition through manual selection. Users
receive a projected dataset with no clustering imposed, and
then, users define clusters by lassoing the groups perceived in
the visual space. Notice that black circles indicate data sam-
ples not belonging to any cluster, while circles with different
data hues indicate already assigned data samples.
Other possible ways to define clusters are to precompute
a clustering algorithm (Kaufman and Rousseuw, 2005) or
to use labeled datasets. Using one of these three strategies,
we aim to define as many clusters as the number of clusters
perceived in the visual space. For example, for the projection
of Figure 2, one may define seven clusters (as shown for a
study case Section 6.4).
Algorithm 1 shows the steps performed to annotate clus-
ters. We receive a high-dimensional dataset X ∈ ℝm, the
data annotation method, and the arguments (args) for the tech-
niques. There is nothing to do for labeled datasets (Line 2),
and we return the annodated high-dimensional data (Line 3).
Suppose the annotation method is clustering or manual an-
notation. In that case, we have to reduce the dimensionality
of the dataset to ℝ2 (Line 4) so that analysts can investigate
the clusters in the visual space. Users either run a cluster-
ing algorithm (Line 6) or use mouse interaction to manu-
ally define the clusters (Line 8). The labels produced by one
of these methods annotate the high-dimensional dataset in
Lines 9 and 10.
4.2. Shapley estimation
After the cluster definition, we can generate Shapley val-
ues for each data sample. Thus, we need to define a model
f that returns the prediction probabilities for a data sample
Algorithm 1 Annotating dataset.
1: procedure DATASET_ANNOTATION(X ∈ ℝm, method, args)
2: if method = ’labeled_dataset’ then
3: return X
4: X′ ← DimensionalityReduction(X, args)
5: if method = ’clustering’ then
6: labels← Clustering(X′, args)
7: if method = ’manual’ then
8: labels← Interaction(X′, args)
9: for i ∈ |X| do
10: Xi.label ← labelsi
11: return X
x based on the cluster definition – discussed in the previous
section.
To return the prediction probabilities for a data sample x,
wemeasure the distance from x to each cluster centroid. Fig-
ure 1 (2.a – bottom) illustrates such a process for three cluster
centroids ( , , ) and, consequently, a three-dimensional
distance vector. To convert the distances into probabilities,
we apply an L1 normalization. The Shapley estimator (in
our case, KernelSHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017)) uses these
probabilities (for each data sample) to generate explanations
discussed in Section 3. Notice that while estimating the Shap-
ley values usingKernelSHAP accounts formost of the dataset,
we only compute the estimation for 20% of the data. The re-
sult of this procedure will be a matrix of dimensions n ×M
for each cluster, where n corresponds to 20% of the dataset
size and M represents the dimensionality of the dataset –
each cell i, j of the matrix will contain the Shapley value of
the datapoint i for the feature j.
Algorithm 2 further illustrates the Shapley values esti-
mation process. First, we call the estimation procedure with
the annotated high-dimensional dataset (X ∈ ℝ2). Then,
we split the dataset into training and test sets (Line 8) to
compute Shapley values for the test set (Line 1) using the
training set to fit the algorithms (Line 9). To create an in-
stance for Shapley estimation, we have to provide a function
that will return the prediction probabilities. Such a function
(cluster_probability) uses the clusters’ centroids (Line 2) to
compute the distance from a data sample x to these centroids
(Lines 4 and 5) and then returns the prediction probabilities
in Line 6.
Algorithm 2 Shapley estimation.
1: procedure CLUSTER_PROBABILITY(x ∈ ℝm, X ∈ ℝm)
2: C ← get_centroids(X)
3: D ← ∅
4: for i ∈ |C| do
5: D ← D ∪ (∥ x − Ci ∥)
6: return D∕ ∥ D ∥1
7: procedure SHAPLEY_ESTIMATION(X ∈ ℝm)
8: Xtrain, Xtest ← split(X, 0.2)
9: SE← KernelSHAP(cluster_probability, Xtrain)
10: SV← SE(Xtest)
11: return SV
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An essential consideration of the L1 normalization is that
lower probabilities will indicate better cohesion with clus-
ters. As we will see in the following section, negative Shap-
ley values indicate that a feature contributed to the cluster
cohesion, while positive Shapley values influence the non-
cohesion of clusters. Such a characteristic fits well for the
visual space, where visual proximity encodes similarity.
Finally, we emphasize that any technique can perform
the dimensionality reduction process, such as t-SNE (Maaten
and Hinton, 2008), LSP (Paulovich et al., 2008), or UMAP
(McInnes et al., 2018). Different clusters may be perceived
in the visual space when using different dimensionality re-
duction techniques. Thus, labeling these clusters (see Sec-
tion 4.1) would be the first step to apply our methodology.
The estimated Shapley values correspond to each fea-
ture’s contribution to the dimensionality reduction result. Thus,
a feature with a high absolute Shapley value contributes a
lot to the projected dataset cluster formation. In this case,
each data point used for Shapley values estimation contains
the correspondent Shapley value. Negative Shapley values
mean that a feature contributes to the cluster formation, and
positive Shapley values mean that a feature does not con-
tribute to cluster formation. The following section provides
novel visualization approaches to interpret dimensionality
reduction results using the estimated Shapley values.
5. Visualization Design
Figure 3 shows a prototype system using ClusterShap-
ley for explaining a dimensionality reduction result for the
Iris (Dua and Graff, 2017) dataset. The system has three
components. In the first component (A), users can provide
datasets to generate explanations and load stored explana-
tions. The scatter plot representation of DR results is drawn
in the second component (B). Finally, the third component
corresponds to the visualizations provided to support DR re-
sults using Shapley values. The tool-tip (C) next to the blue
cluster shows a visual summarization of the Shapley values
for the four most important features. Users can also click
on a circle to show a detailed analysis of the Shapley val-
ues, as shown in (D). The detailed analysis is based on a dot
plot and aggregated Kernel Density Estimation (Rosenblatt,
1956; Parzen, 1962) of the absolute sum of Shapley values.
The Importance Summary is shown in (E), where users as-
sess themean values for each class’s fourmost important fea-
tures and the contribution of these features for characterizing
the clusters depicted by bar-plots. Finally, we also provide a
heatmap of the sum of Shapley values in (F). The following
sections present details of each component.
5.1. Scatter plot component
To provide a rapid assessment of Shapley values, we use
a tool-tip with summarized information about the interac-
tions among feature values and Shapley values when users
hover circles of a particular class. The process of summariz-
ing the Shapley values and features values works as follows.
Hie andHio are the histograms created from the Shapley val-ues for the feature i, whereHie stores information for values
Figure 3: Overview of the prototype system. Datasets can be
specified in (A), where users can also load previously generated
explanations. The scatter plot representation is drawn in (B),
where we use color to encode classes. Summary representa-
tions of Shapley values, used to indicate importance, are given
by hovering particular class instances (C). The detailed anal-
ysis of Shapley values and feature importance helps analysts
understand the correlation between feature value and Shapley
value (D). In (E), we show the Importance Summary, which
summarizes the mean of the absolute Shapley values for each
pair (class, feature). A heatmap with the sum of the absolute
Shapley values shows the importance overview (F).
equal or greater than themean (i) andHio stores informationlower than the mean of feature values for feature i. Knowing
that Shapleymin and Shapleymax consist of the lowest and thegreatest Shapley values for the visualized features, we divide
the histogramsHie andHio in the same number of bins usingShapleymin and Shapleymax as bin limits.Color saturation encodes each histogram’s density – green
for Hie and red for Hio – and the two histograms have theirbins sequentially drawn one next to another. That is, while
Hie takes the even positions,Hio takes the odd ones. Figure 4illustrates this process. If only one histogram has a density
greater than zero for a given bin, it will use the even and odd
positions.
Figure 4: Summarization approach to encoding two histograms
for a given feature i, Hie for feature values equal or greater than
the mean (i) and Hio for features values lower than the mean.
The two histograms are encoded together by alternating their
bins.
On real data, the summarized information looks like in
Figure 5, where reddish colors encode feature values greater
than themean and greenish colors encode feature values lower
than the mean. The contribution of the feature value is en-
coded using position, which corresponds to the Shapley val-
ues – the contribution is proportional to the distance from 0,
indicated by a vertical line segment. The ordering in the rep-
resentation indicates overall feature importance, i.e., petal
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length (cm) is the most important, petal width (cm) is the
second most important, and so on.
Figure 5: A tool-tip for summarizing information of the blue
cluster of Figure 3.
5.2. Coordination between scatter plot and
Shapley values
Analyzing the correlation among feature values and Shap-
ley values is essential for our scenario. We provide a detailed
analysis when users click on a circle representing a particular
class. Such a detailed analysis is supported by dot plots of
the four most important features, as shown in Figure 6. For
instance, the four most important features ordered accord-
ing to their importance are petal length (cm), petal width
(cm), sepal length (cm), and sepal width (cm). Notice that as
the absolute Shapley values (encoded as horizontal position)
assume values far from zero, the more influence the feature
will have in characterizing the cluster. So, the density bars
below each dot plot help assess how much the feature values
contribute to the cluster characterization.
In the dot plot representation, we visualize the subset of
data samples used for computing Shapley values. Each circle
encodes a feature value of a data point. While color encodes
the feature value, the points’ position encodes the Shapley
values of the inspected cluster. Lastly, suppose the dataset
has more than four features. In that case, they can also be
inspected based on the absolute sum of their Shapley val-
ues using a histogram, as shown in Figure 6 (Aggregated
KDEs). We draw only the bins with elements (specified by
the bin limits), while the bars encode how many features are
in the corresponding bin limit. For instance, in Figure 6,
there is one feature inside [3.86, 5.03) and three features in-
side [0.36, 1.53). Two Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
curves encode each bin’s aggregation: the red curves encode
the feature values equal or greater than the mean, and the
green curves encode the feature values lower than the mean.
Here, we have petal length (cm), inside the bin with limits
[3.86, 5.03) and petal width (cm), sepal length (cm), and
sepal width (cm) inside the bin with limits [0.36, 1.53).
For the detailed inspection, The coordinationmechanism
between the scatter plot and the Shapley values helps users
identify which features contributed to the cluster cohesion
and which features contributed to dispersing the clusters.
Figure 6 illustrates the result of these operations, where we
highlight in the dot plot representation the data points se-
lected in the scatter plots.
5.3. Importance Summary and Importance
Heatmap
In the Importance Summary (see Figure 3 (E)), color
intensity depicts the mean of absolute Shapley values for the
Figure 6: Coordination between the scatter plot and the dot
plot encoding the Shapley values. Each line segment represents
a point in the scatter plot representation.
four most important features. Bar height depicts the con-
tribution of each feature, where color encodes the features.
By positioning the features bar with different colors, users
assess the heterogeneity of the importance of feature impor-
tance for different clusters.
The Importance Heatmap (see Figure 3 (F)) provides
an overview of the features’ contribution by showing the
Shapley values’ absolute sum for each feature. After com-
puting the absolute sum for each pair of feature and cluster,
we use Fujiwara et al.’s (Fujiwara et al., 2019) approach to
order the cells to facilitate cluster identification. That is, we
apply a hierarchical clustering (Müllner, 2011) on rows and
columns of the heatmap. Then, optimal-leaf-ordering (Bar-
Joseph et al., 2001) orders the clustering leaves to give more
understandable results, positioning similar heatmap values
appear close to each other.
The main difference between our heatmap to Fujiwara
et al.’s (Fujiwara et al., 2019) is how we summarize infor-
mation for datasets with too many features. We find the
most important features for each cluster, showing at most
min(4, m) features, wherem denotes the dataset’s dimension-
ality.
5.4. Analysis example
To make readers familiar with the analysis using Clus-
terShapley, we inspect the explanations for a dimensionality
reduction result on the Iris dataset. Moreover, we use an icon
(such as ) and the cluster’s indices to facilitate reading.
Figure 3 shows a separation of cluster 0 from the oth-
ers. The Importance Summary shows that petal length
has much more influence on the cluster. The summary vi-
sualization of Shapley values in Figure 3 (C) gives a hint
of how feature values influence the cluster formation, i.e.,
there is a clear separation of lower values and higher values
for petal length. In Figure 6, the coordination between the
scatter plot and dot plot shows that due to lower values of
petal length, petal width, and sepal length, instances of
cluster 0 are very different from the others. The negative
Shapley values show that their feature values contributed to
the cluster cohesion.
The inspection of clusters 1 and 2 (see Figure 7)
presents similar petal length patterns (the most important
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feature). Higher values for such a feature are essential for co-
hesion (see negative Shapley values) for both clusters. Also,
while the features of sepal length and petal width assume
a different position on the importance ordering, their overall
importance seems not to have much effect if we consider the
density plot patterns. Finally, unlike clusters 0 and 2 ,
sepal width has a substantial influence on cluster 1 , where
lower values help characterize the clusters – see higher den-
sity for green areas of the dot plot in Figure 7a.
(a) Feature values for cluster orange seems to be moderate (yellowish
colors).
(b) Feature values for cluster red seems to be higher if compared
with the features of orange cluster.
Figure 7: Two clusters with low separation. While the first
three features show the same overall importance for these two
clusters, sepal width plays a significant role in differentiating
cluster orange (a).
6. Case Studies
We start our analysis by focusing on medical datasets.
We provide empirical evidence that Shapley values help to
generate insights about pathologies and patients in different
conditions. Then we analyze a dataset of quality indices in
red wines, where we compare the characteristic found us-
ing Shapley values with their provided quality. Finally, we
analyze a social dataset.
All the projections were performed using sklearn imple-
mentation of t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008), on a com-
puter with the following configuration: Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-8700CPU@3.20GHz, 32GBRAM,Windows 10 64 bits.
6.1. Vertebral Column
In this first case study, we analyze a dataset containing
six biomechanical features. TheVertebral Column dataset (Dua
and Graff, 2017) is composed by 310 instances described by
six features derived from the shape and orientation of the
pelvis and lumbar spine: pelvic incidence, pelvic tilt,
lumbar lordosis angle, sacral slope, pelvic radius, and
grade of spondylolisthesis. Figure 8 shows the projected
instances, colored based on the ground truth classes: class 2
for normal patients, class 0 for patients with Hernia, and
class 1 for patients with Spondylolisthesis – a disturbance
of the spine in which a bone (vertebra) slides forward over
the bone below it. There is a clearly separation of class 1
among the remaining data points.
Figure 8: Explanations for the Vertebral Column dataset.
There is a clear separation among patients with complications
(Spondylolisthesis or Hernia) and the healthy ones. The Im-
portance Summary also supports visualization of such charac-
teristics.
The Importance Summary in Figure 8 shows that the
degree of spondylolisthesis is a determinant factor for the
presence of Spondylolisthesis – notice the feature legend next
to the Importance Heatmap. Although it is important for
characterizing all clusters, the color intensity and the heatmap
values show that lower means of Shapley values can charac-
terize the absence of Spondylolisthesis. By coordinating the
scatter plot and the dot plot for class 1 (see Figure 9, we vi-
sualize that this class’s data points have higher values for the
degree of spondylolisthesis. Further that, these higher fea-
ture values assume negative Shapley values and contribute
to cluster formation. The other three most important fea-
tures also contributed to clustering cohesion. The pelvic
incidence angle measures the pelvic shape and determines
the position of the sacral endplate (Tebet, 2014). According
to Labelle et al. (2005), pelvic incidence, sacral hill, pelvic
tilt, and lumbar lordosis are greater in patients with develop-
mental Spondylolisthesis.
Figure 10 shows the dot plots for classes 0 and 2 .
Given the influence of the degree of spondylolisthesis for
both classes, Spondylolisthesis’s disturbance is not likely to
be present in those instances due to the low feature values.
The DR technique did not impose a clear separation between
these classes because the features are not distinctive. How-
ever, there is a slight separation due to the degree of feature
contribution – as visualized in the aggregated KDEs. Fi-
nally, we see evidence for differentiating Hernia patients (B)
from regular patients (A). That is, patients with Hernia have
low values for sacral slope (see this pattern for patients with
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Figure 9: Correlation between feature values and their impor-
tance for categorizing cluster 1. The four most important fea-
tures contributed to differentiate patients with Spondylolisty-
hesis from the others.
Hernia in Figure 10(b)), which can indicate centralistic
herniation (Roussouly and Pinheiro-Fraco, 2011).
Figure 10: Comparison between regular patients (A) and pa-
tients with Hernia (B). The difference in values for sacral slope
was not good enough to impose a good separation on the di-
mensionality reduction result.
6.2. Indian Liver
In this case study, we investigate a dataset containing 416
liver patient records and 167 non-liver patient records. The
instances are described by 10 features: Age, Gender, Total
Bilirubin, Direct Bilirubin, Alkaline Phosphotase, Alamine
Aminotransferase, Aspartate Aminotransferase, Total Proteins,
Albumin, and Albumin and Globulin Ratio. Coloring the pro-
jection based on the ground truth classes, we get nearly no
distinction among the features’ importance, where 0 en-
codes patients with liver disease and 1 encodes patients
without liver disease. This characteristic is due to the simi-
larity of data points– see how the two classes’ instances are
projected near to each other on the visual space in Figure 11.
Since our tool allows for the manually definition of clus-
ters, we inspect the clusters imposed by the DR technique.
Figure 11 shows the clusters defined for this study case and
respective Importance Summary. We used the following
criteria for defining the clusters: select clusters with a ma-
jority of only one class (clusters 0 , 5 , and 3 ); se-
lect clusters with data points of mixed classes (clusters 4
and 1 ); and select well-defined clusters (cluster 2 ).
Figure 11: Manually defined clusters to investigate the result
of the dimensionality reduction process.
All clusters have the same important features ’and differ-
ent contributions to the overall importance. Secondly, each
cluster’s three most determinant features consists of Alamine
Aminotransferase, Aspartate Aminotransferase, and Alkaline
Phosphotase, the latter playing a major role in categorizing
cluster 5 . Lastly, as a pattern noticed in the projection of
Figure 11 (Ground truth labels), we can see that clusters 0
, 3 , and 5 are the most distinctive.
Assessing the dot plot of cluster 5 (see Figure 12) and
recalling that such cluster has a majority of patients with
liver disease, there is an evident influence of patients with
higher Alkaline Phosphotase. According to Lowe and John
(2018), high values of Alkaline Phosphotase lies in the di-
agnosis of cholestatic liver disease (Dhillon and Steadman,
2012). Alkaline Phosphotase can also present higher values
when the bile ducts are blocked or by liver cancer (Targher
and Byrne, 2015). Finally, readers may ask why a few pa-
tients with no liver pathology have high Alkaline Phosphotase
as well. This happens because the levels increase for young
people and the elderly (Lowe and John, 2018) (our case).
Figure 12: Alkaline phosphotase’s high feature values can in-
dicate cholestatic liver disease, obstruction of bile ducts, or
liver cancer. Nevertheless, young and elderly can also present
higher values of Alkaline Phosphotase.
Another interesting pattern appears when analyzing the
dot plot of cluster 0 in Figure 13. We can note that while
almost every feature contributed to the no cohesion of the
clusters – see the density of points around 0.2 for Alkaline
Phosphotase, around 0 for Age and the aggregatedKDE’s – the
high values of features Aspartate and Alamine Aminotransferase
contributed for the distinction of the clusters. Accordingly,
since all the instances of cluster 0 have liver disease, the
two features are likely to influence the pathology. While
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lower levels of Aspartate and Alamine Aminotransferase are
expected, higher levels of these two features indicate liver
diseases, such as viral infection or acute Hepatitis (Dhillon
and Steadman, 2012; Anadón et al., 2019). For this set of
features, all of the patients present liver disease and lower
Alkaline Phosphotase levels. Although we would need a
more detailed dataset to confirm our hypothesis, these in-
stances could be patients withHepatitis, whereAlkaline Phos-
photase is usually much less elevated than Aspartate and
Alamine Aminotransferase.
Figure 13: Blue cluster could indicate patients with Hepatitis
that usually present lower levels of Alamine Aminotransferase
and higher levels of Aspartate Aminotransferase and Alamine
Aminotransferase.
Figure 14 shows the dot plots for classes 1 and 2 .
Notice that these classes present lower feature values for the
three most important features, contributing to the spatial dis-
tance from thewell-defined clusters wheremost patients have
liver disease. Moreover, note how these clusters differ only
on the patients’ age, which helped determine a separation
among the two clusters.
The question is why several instances of patients with
the disease have low values for features Alk. Phosphotase,
Asp. Aminotransferase, and Alam. Aminotransferase. There
are two possible answers: first, the feature space may not
be enough to describe and impose a separation between the
two classes; second, levels of Aspartate Aminotransferase
and Alamine Aminotransferase do not present high levels
for some liver disease, such as chronic hepatitis, obstruction
of bile ducts, or cirrhosis (Targher and Byrne, 2015; Goyal
and May, 2017). Cluster 4 , for example, has more pa-
tients with liver disease. The summary of Shapley values in
Figure 15 shows much lower values of the three most im-
portant features. In other words, by having negative Shapley
values (which help at characterizing the cluster) for the fea-
tures with lower values, we hypothesize that this cluster cor-
responds to patients with a liver pathology due to the lower
values of the Alkaline Phosphotase, Aspartate, and Alamine
Aminotransferase features.
6.3. Red Wine Quality
For this case study, we understand the quality of redwines
(Dua and Graff, 2017) by explaining manually defined clus-
ters after dimensionality reduction. Figure 16 shows a t-
SNE projection with grayscale encoding wine quality. The
dataset contains 1599 instances described by 11 features:
fixed acidity, volatile acidity, citric acid, residual sugar,
chlorides, free sulfur dioxide, total sulfur dioxide, density,
pH, sulphates, and alcohol.
(a) The features did not have much influence on categorizing cluster
1.
(b) Strong influence from Alkaline Phosphotase.
Figure 14: Comparison between clusters 1 and 2. These two
clusters present different patterns for Age and the remaining of
the features as seen in the Aggregated KDEs.
Figure 15: Summary representation of features values for clus-
ter 4 reveals a group of patients with liver disease. Lower values
for the first three features can be related to chronic hepatitis,
obstruction of bile ducts, or cirrhosis.
Unlike the previous case studies, ClusterShapley reveals
amore heterogeneous set of feature importance for this dataset.
However, certain similarities can be noticed, such as clusters
6 and 8 and clusters 2 and 5 . The most cohesive
cluster (4 ) – more spatially distant from the others – has
a few features that contributed to its distinction: chlorides
and sulphates. There are other characteristics. For exam-
ple, the pH index was determinant for characterizing cluster
0 , density in cluster 6 , and for cluster 2 , the features
contributed equally.
Now let us inspect cluster 4 to assess the contribution
of chlorides and sulphates. Figure 17 shows the line seg-
ments and Shapley values for class 4 . Notice that while
other clusters present lower chloride values and sulphates,
cluster 4 presents higher values for these features. Com-
pared with the other Shapley values, chlorides and sulphates
contributed a lot to the cluster separation, i.e., Shapley val-
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Figure 16: Dimensionality reduction results for the Red Wine
Quality dataset colored using intensity to encode quality index
and using colors to depict clusters.
ues’ negative contribution. While chlorides measure salt in
the wine, sulphates contribute to sulfur dioxide gas levels
and act as an antimicrobial and antioxidant (Cortez et al.,
2009). Thus, such a cluster describes salty wines, being very
distinguishable from the others.
Figure 17: Cluster 4 is well defined and distinguishable due to
the salty flavor (high levels of chrolides) of the wines.
Figure 18 shows the dot plot of clusters 0 and 8 .
Both of the clusters influence higher values of pH index. How-
ever, the two most influential features of cluster 0 are only
the third and fourth in the ordering of cluster 8 . Moreover,
the two groups of instances benefit from higher pH values and
lower values of critic ACID; cluster 8 presents higher val-
ues for alcohol, configuring among the more alcoholic wines
and more tasteful according to the quality index.
Recalling the DR result encoding the quality index, we
now inspect cluster 7 with higher quality wines (higher
intensity in Figure 16). Cluster 7 presents Fixed Acidity
as the second most important feature. A combination of
higher values Fixed Acidity and lower Volatile Acidity val-
ues means higher quality for the wines. For instance, volatile
acid in higher concentrations results in an unpleasant aroma
and taste (Davis, 2004). Another characteristic that explains
the concentration of higher quality is the higher levels of
Citric Acid, which contributes to the wine’s freshness. Be-
sides that, lower values for Total Sulfur Dioxide feature
also contribute to the higher quality, i.e., when in lower val-
ues, Total Sulfur Dioxide do not add flavor or smell to the
(a) Lower levels of Alcohol were determinant for the lower quality of
the wines in cluster 0.
(b) Higher levels of Alcohol determine higher quality for wines in
cluster 8.
Figure 18: Comparison between two clusters projected distant
which share two important features. The difference between
alcohol levels was determinant for differentiating the quality of
the wine in these two clusters.
wine (Cortez et al., 2009).
Figure 19: A combination of higher values Fixed Acidity and
lower values of Volatile Acidity can be unpleasant at higher
levels and can explain higher quality for the data instances.
Finally, focusing on cluster 1 , Figure 20 shows that
Total Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) is a determinant for the con-
centration of lower quality wines. While lower concentra-
tions of S02 are mostly undetectable, higher concentrations
of S02 becomes evident in the nose and taste. The other most
important feature contributes to the quality as well. As we
could see for clusters 4 and 8 , lower values for Alcohol
were also responsible for lower quality in cluster 4 .
Figure 20: At higher levels, Total Sulfur Dioxide tends to add
flavor to the wine and be noticed in the nose. Such an im-
portant feature is the meaning of higher concentration of low-
quality wines in cluster 1.
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6.4. Communities and Crime
In this final case study, we explore the Communities and
Crime dataset (Redmond and Baveja, 2002; Dua and Graff,
2017). We used the dataset preprocessed by Fujiwara et al.
(2019) to compare the patterns returned by our approach.
The dataset contains 2215 instances described by 128 fea-
tures. Figure 21 shows the projection result with clusters
manually selected together with the overview visualization
of feature importance.
Figure 21: Feature contributions and the dimensionality re-
duction result for the Communities and Crime dataset.
Apart from clusters 0 and 3 , the most important
features are very heterogeneous among the clusters. The
first thing to notice is how PctHousOccup (percent of occupied
houses) is important for characterizing cluster 3 . Such
cluster is different from the others by having a lower per-
centage of houses occupied – as shown in the dot plot of
Figure 22 – indicating communities in safer areas.
Figure 22: Such community is very distinguishable from
the other for having a lower percentage of houses occupied
PctHousOccup.
Another interesting pattern is the importance of the fea-
tures PctLargHouseFam (percent of large family households)
and PctLargHouseOccup (percent of large house occupied) for
cluster 5 (see Figure 23a), as well as the features AgePct12T29,
AgePct16T24 (percent of population between 12 and 29, and
percent of population between 16 and 24, respectively), and
for the feature MalePctNevMarr (percent of Males who have
never married) for cluster 4 (see Figure 23b). For cluster 5
, these features’ higher values contribute to cohesion, rep-
resenting bigger families and houses. The same pattern hap-
pens to cluster 4 , the higher percentage of age explains the
higher percentage of males that have never married. Since
the age range in these features is somewhat low, the percent-
age of males who have never married tends to be high due to
cultural aspects.
(a) A community that has higher percent of males who have never
married (MalePctNevMarr) due to the high percent of young people
(AgePct12T29, AgePct16T24, and AgePct12T21).
(b) A community that has bigger families/houses (PctLargHouseFam)
and suffer from robbery (PctLargHouseOccup).
Figure 23: Detailed analysis of clusters 4 and 5.
Finally, cluster 1 corresponds to a group of immigrants.
The fourmost important features are PctForeignBorn (percent
of people born in another country), PctRecImmig8, PctRecImmig10
(percent of the population who have immigrated within the
last 8 and 10 years), and PctSpeakEngOnly (percent of peo-
ple who speak only English). While the first three features
present high values, the latter shows low values. People
who have immigrated are more likely to speak another lan-
guage. Such analysis exemplifies the semantic power of our
approach.
Figure 24: A community of immigrants due to the high
percent of immigrants (PctForeignBorn, PctRecImmig8, and
PctRecImmig10) who speak more than one language besides En-
glish (PctSpeakEngOnly).
6.5. Using clustering techniques
In this section, we aim to analyze ClusterShapley using
clustering algorithms. To this end, we choose the CBR-ILP-
IR (Paulovich et al., 2008) document collection, also aiming
to evaluate our technique for thousands of dimensions. The
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Figure 25: Using clustering techniques to feed ClusterShapley with different clustering
results. The original dataset (original labels) has three labels, and we use three clustering
configurations: four clusters using k-Means (k-means (1)), eight clusters using k-Means
(k-means (2)), and nine clusters using Agglomerative clustering (agglomerative).
CBR-ILP-IR dataset contains 574 documents representing
papers of three fields: Case-based Reasoning (CBR), Intu-
itive Logic Programming (ILP), and Information Retrieval
(IR).We followed Eler et al. (2018) to preprocess the dataset,
using Porter Stemming, removing terms with a frequency
below one and tf-idf transformation. The resulting dataset
consists of 574 papers per 18694 terms. Figure 25 shows
the resulting clusters on a UMAP (McInnes et al., 2018) pro-
jection and the contribution analysis for Original labels, k-
Means with four clusters (k-Means 1), k-Means with eight
clusters (k-Means 2), andAgglomerative clusteringwith nine
clusters.
The Original labels show that this is a straightforward
dataset in terms of class separation. The ImportanceHeatmap
helps us to realize which cluster represents the main area of
the dataset: Case-based Reasoning (CBR) in blue ( ) (see
important terms reason and case-bas); Intuitive Logic Pro-
gramming (ILP) in orange ( ) (see important terms program);
and InformationRetrieval (IR) in red ( ) (see important term
inform) – we highlight these terms in the heatmap. The clus-
tering result with four clusters (k-Means (1)) can uncover
the information that the smaller cluster is positioned distant
from the others since it has no unique influence by specific
terms, such as case-bas, reason, inform, or program. The clus-
tering result with eight clusters (k-Means (2)) and its respec-
tive Importance Heatmap further adds information to the
analysis. More terms about Intuitive Logic Program (ILP)
appear for the cluster in red ( ) (such as logic and program)
– see these terms in the heatmap highlighted in red. Another
important aspect of this clustering result is that the learn,
inform, retrieve, reason, and case-bas seem to make cluster
relate with cluster . This characteristic is because these
terms have similar (with a more significant difference for the
term learn) important terms for both clusters.
The third clustering result (Agglomerative) shows other
interesting characteristics. Here, although only the clusters
positioned on the right-bottom of the projections talk about
Case-basedReasoning, the ImportanceHeatmap shows that
all clusters contribute from terms of case-base and reason.
While these terms contribute to the cluster formation after
dimensionality reduction, they could have a negative con-
tribution – meaning that for these clusters not talking about
Case-based Reasoning, these terms contribute for these data
points to be positioned far away from the bottom-right clus-
ter. The Shapley values representation explain this charac-
teristic for the clusters positioned on top ( , , , and ).
Each cluster has terms that the presence in the document
contributes to its formation. For example, the documents
of clusters seem to be influenced by the term audio; the
documents of cluster seem to talk about information re-
trieval (see terms retrieve and inform); and so on. However,
the dimensionality reduction technique also considered the
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absence of terms case-bas and reason as an important char-
acteristic for cluster definition.
In this case study, we show that our approach benefits
the understanding of dimensionality reduction results after
automatically defining clusters. However, as we address in
the limitation section (see Section 7.2), this is a good ap-
proach when the clustering result truly captures the projec-
tion’s clusters and subclusters.
7. Discussion
The main contribution of this study consists of explain-
ing dimensionality reduction results using the clusters present
in the projected space. Such characteristic is important be-
cause the majority of dimensionality reduction techniques
are non-linear. While non-linearity is essential for unfold-
ing complex structures in high-dimensional spaces, there is
no current way to inverse the calculations and track the fea-
tures’ contributions for generating the projection.
Our methodology provides a correlation between feature
values and their importance on cluster results. Such correla-
tion allows analysts to answer questions like “How increas-
ing/decreasing values for a given feature will influence the
classes/clusters in the dataset?” – useful information when
working with medical datasets, as seen in the case studies.
Finally, our coordination mechanism (between the scatter
plot and the dot plot) allows identifying intra-cluster pat-
terns.
7.1. Supporting exploratory analysis
In exploratory data analysis, analysts want to confirm a
hypothesis about a high-dimensional dataset or even want to
discover unseen information (Munzner, 2015), making di-
mensionality reduction techniques an appropriate approach.
These aspects make ClusterShapley a valuable tool to inter-
pret dimensionality reduction techniques and help in high-
dimensional data analysis. Through the explanations de-
rived using ClusterShapley, analysts can understand various
aspects of the data, such as why data samples pertain to a
cluster, why different clusters present a relationship, or why
data samples of different classes appear very dissimilar in
the projected space.
The number of applications for ClusterShapley is numer-
ous, which stresses the contribution of our technique. To cite
a few, machine learning practitionersmight use ClusterShap-
ley to investigate the quality of feature spaces and understand
how different classes appear similar and cause confusion for
classification tasks. ClusterShapley can also support anno-
tation of datasets since it gives distinct characteristics about
different clusters. Biologists would use ClusterShapley to
discover new cell types analyzing the contribution of genes
in each cluster visible in the projected space. Finally, Clus-
terShapley may be useful in applications for monitoring the
training process of deep learning models. In this case, an ex-
ploratory method using ClusterShapley consists of an early-
stopping strategy when the model’s learned features inves-
tigated through a DR technique and ClusterShapley corre-
sponds to the analyst’s mental model.
Table 1
Time for estimating Shapley values.
Dataset Size Dim. Clusters Time (s)
Iris 150 4 3 0.1698
Vertebral Column 310 6 3 0.2555
Indian Liver 167 10 6 38.22
Red Wine 1599 11 10 315.71
Com. and Crime 2215 128 7 462.93
CBR-ILP-IR 574 18694 3 1098.67
CBR-ILP-IR KM 1 574 18694 4 1259.23
CBR-ILP-IR KM 2 574 18694 8 1646.52
CBR-ILP-IR Aggl. 574 18694 9 1659.87
7.2. Limitations
Run-time execution Computing Shapley values is a dif-
ficult task. While model-specific strategies (Lundberg et al.,
2020) present reasonable execution time, general model im-
plementations such asKernelSHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017)
(the one we used in this work) can take too much time to pro-
duce explanations for bigger datasets since it uses a weighted
linear regression. Thus, we plan to develop approximate
strategies for computing Shapley values to explain dimen-
sionality reduction results in future works. For example, one
could use a sampling technique that preserves the dataset
structures to feed the Shapley estimator. Table 1 shows how
the execution time of estimating Shapley values with Ker-
nelSHAP correlates to the size of the dataset, number of
clusters, and number of features. Such a characteristic opens
the possibility for developing novel strategies that would hi-
erarchically estimate Shapley values. Further that, we plan
to develop parallel strategies to estimate Shapley values in
the future.
Cluster-oriented analysis Weuse a cluster-oriented anal-
ysis to explain the contribution of features on the data orga-
nization in ℝ2 imposed by dimensionality reduction tech-
niques. That means ClusterShapley returns each feature’s
contribution to the formation of each cluster of the projected
dataset. However, in some cases, it would be useful to un-
derstand how features contribute to parts of the projection
compared to the remaining of the dataset. While we do not
address this scenario, we plan to develop other strategies in
future works. For example, through the definition of two
clusters (the area of interest and the remaining of the projec-
tion), we could compute Shapley values on-the-fly.
Another limitation of our work is related to the quality
of the clusters when using by clustering algorithms. In Fig-
ure 25, the clusters returned by the k-means and agglom-
erative clustering defined the dataset labels as the first step
before using ClusterShapley. Suppose the clusters returned
by the clustering algorithm do not convey the real clusters
present in the dataset. In that case, ClusterShapley will gen-
erate results in which explanations consider dissimilar data
points (in different real clusters) as similar data points and
consequently mislead analysis. Nevertheless, the visualiza-
tions provided in this work make it easy for analysts to be
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aware of these issues.
8. Conclusion
Analyzing the clusters imposed by dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques is a recurrent task. Understanding which fea-
tures influenced cluster formation can help discover patterns
in data and reveal ubiquitous information. However, most
dimensionality reduction techniques are non-linear, which
imposes difficulties in tracking the features that contributed
to the resulting clusters.
In this work, we use Shapley values to explain the clus-
ters resulted from dimensionality reduction techniques. Af-
ter defining clusters on visual space, the labels annotate the
high-dimensional space to compute each feature’s contribu-
tion to the projection. From the correlation among contribu-
tions and feature values, we discover patterns onmedical and
social datasets, proving our method’s applicability to explain
dimensionality reduction results.
In future works, we plan to novel methods to compute
Shapley values for dimensionality reduction techniques so
that the computation for large sets is not prohibitive. More-
over, we plan to investigate ways to apply dimensionality re-
duction results in various levels of detail since subclusters
provide much insightful information.
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